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Do kids need horror to deal with everyday life? 
 
 
 It’s a simple thing, really. I shouldn’t take it so seriously, I realize that. For it was only a 
boy of about 10, buying a toy.  For Halloween. This was the toy: 
 A sinister white mask and a quite convincing little rubber meat cleaver. Packaged 
together in cellophane. It’s the “costume” of a maniac killer from one of the slasher movies. The 
boy wants to play at being a faceless, unstoppable murderer of innocent people (mostly women). 
At this moment, in this Woolworth’s, that’s this boy’s idea of fun.  
 Understand that I didn’t stand there and decide intellectually that this simple and small 
event is, when all is said and done, the worst thing I’ve seen. My body decided. My intestines, 
my knees, my chest. It was only later that I tried to think about it.  
 This boy’s eagerness to “play” maniac killer is an event worse than the Bomb, worse 
even than Auschwitz. Reduced to its simplest terms, the bomb is a fetish, an object of worship – 
like other objects of worship before it, it can be used as an excuse for arranging the world in a 
certain fashion, allocating resources, assigning powers. It is insane, but in many ways it is an 
extension of familiar, even honored insanities. As for the Nazi camps: The people being 
murdered knew, as they were being murdered, that they were being murdered; the murderers 
knew they were murdering; and, when the world finally knew, the camps became the measure of 
ultimate human evil. A crime to scar us all, and our descendants, forever. 
 There is nothing so clear in the Woolworth’s scene. The boy is certainly not committing a 
crime. The toy’s merchandisers are within their rights. To legislate against them would endanger 
most of our freedoms. The mother buying the toy is perhaps making a mistake, perhaps not. 
Without knowing the boy, and knowing him well, who’s to be certain that it isn’t better for him 
to engage in, rather than repress, such play? The mother did not put the desire for the toy in him. 
Three thousand years of Judeo-Christian culture did that. Nor has the mother the power to take 
that desire from him. Nobody has that power. If he can want the toy at all, then it almost doesn’t 
matter whether the toy exists or not. Doesn’t the boy’s need for such play exist with or without 
the toy?  
 Nor would I be too quick to blame the boy’s desire on television and slasher films. The 
Nazis who crewed the camps and the scientists who built the bomb did not need television and 
slasher films to school them in horror. In fact, the worst atrocities from the Pharoahs to Vietnam 
were committed quite ably before the first slasher film was made. Keeping your child away from 
TV may make you feel better, but can any child be protected from the total weight of Western 
history? 
 In a world shorn of order, stripped of traditions, molting every decade, every year, a 
dancing, varicolored snake of a century – pointless violence is evident everywhere on every 
level. Professional soldiers are statistically safer than urban women; senseless destruction is 
visited on trees and on the ozone and on every species of life. No one feels safe anywhere. This 
has become the very meaning of the 20th century. 
 
 So I am in a Woolworth’s one day and I feel a sort of final horror as I watch a boy buy a 
psycho-killer toy so that he can pretend he’s an unstoppable maniacal murderer. What is so 



horrible is that this boy is doing this instinctively, for his very survival. In order to live, in order 
not to go mad, this boy is acclimating himself to the idea of the killer-maniac because killer-
maniac energy is so present in his world. He’s trying to inoculate himself through play, as all 
children have, everywhere, in every era. He thus lets a little bit of energy into him – that’s how 
inoculations work. Too little, and he is too afraid of the world – it’s too terrifying to feel 
powerless amid the maniacal that’s taken for granted around him. But if he takes in too much, he 
could be swamped.  
 How horrible that he is forced to such a choice. You’d think it would be enough to stop 
the world in its tracks. And what can we do for him? Struggle for a different world, yes, but that 
won’t change what’s already happened to him. What can we do for that boy except be on his 
side, stand by his choice, and pray for the play of his struggling soul?  
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